
 

 

  Santoemma Charis Dual 
Twin brush carpet scrubber 

 Charis is a patented self-contained machine for cleaning medium 

sized areas of carpet, with several innovative features. 

 With the Charis it is possible to perfectly clean a 40cm strip of carpet, in 

a single pass. Thanks to its 2 counter-rotating brushes, dirt is removed 
from the base of carpet fibres. It is also possible to adjust the brush 
pressure, according to the type of carpet.  

 The water-flow can be adjusted, for maintenance low-moisture cleaning or 

a restoration deep-cleaning.  

 The Santoemma high water lift vacuum system enables excellent removal 
of the dirt and a shortest drying time: carpet can be dry in one hour.  

 At only 60 decibels, it is possible to work without disturbing other people.  

 The patented “click” system allows the operator to easily manoeuvre the 

machine. It is possible to work for long periods with very little effort. 

 With the Charis it is also possible to perform a deep pre-brushing of carpet 
before extraction cleaning, which is useful for very dirty carpet areas. 

 Adding the patented SMARTKIT system, it is possible to perform 

automatic chemical dosing, carpet pre-spraying and rinsing.  

 The optional squeegee SQ720E allows the Charis to clean hard floor, 
moving forward. The Charis is transformed in a powerful scrubber 
drier, with 2 cylindrical brushes. Extra brushes, specific for hard floor 
cleaning, are also available. 

Main application fields: : cleaning companies, hotels, conference halls, 
restaurants, clubs, pubs, offices, banks, shops, cinemas, theatres, ferry boats, 
ships, airports,  fitness centres, school, universities, shopping centres, places 
of worship and all places with middle-sized surfaces of carpet. 

 
                                       Lease a Charis dual from $29.50 per week + GST

CODE: SAN014 



 

 

Charis Dual Technical Data 

 

 

Options 

Available options include hose and wand, hand tool, optional hard floor squeegee. 

 

Cleaning path 40 cm 

Capacity 35 L twin tanks 

Brush Speed 600 rpm 

Pump 130 psi 

Noise Level 60 dB 

Cable 15m 

Weight 58 kg 

Dimensions 42x104x96 cm 

Cleaning Method and High Waterlift Vac System 


